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Cultivated and wild soybeans exhibit morphological differences in many traits, 
such as seed size, pod number, protein and oil content, photosynthesis capacity, etc. 
Here, we analyzed the fixed SNPs in both cultivated and wild soybeans reported 
previously by our lab for two aims: one is to search the candidate regions under 
selection; the other is to identify traits-related genes possessing fixed SNPs leading to 
non-synonymous changes. Our results indicated that artificial selection is much 
stronger than natural selection. We identified candidate genomic regions and genes 
under artificial selection, which play a vital role in several traits of interests including 
pod number and seed tyrosine content. By searching the Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database, we further discovered those important genes 
impacted by domestication and natural selection were enriched in several pathways 
including plant hormone transduction, plant-pathogen interaction, circadian rhythm, 
starch and sucrose metabolism, and carbon fixation pathway. Our analysis also 
suggested that Chromosome04 (Chr04) is important for fitness of wild accessions 
because that most of the residual SNPs fixed in wild soybeans showed intermediate 
frequency in cultivated accessions. Significantly, we observed considerable 
divergence between wild and cultivated accessions on Chr08. Detailed analysis 
indicated that nearly 30% of the genes located on Chr08 with SNPs fixed either in 
cultivated or wild soybeans. These genes were associated with many important 
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agronomic traits including dwarfing, root growth, herbicide resistance, pathogen 
resistance, drought/salt tolerance. Our modeling results would be beneficial for 
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Cultivated soybean, a major cash crop with an average of ~38% protein content 
and ~18% oil content in seeds, provides 69% of dietary protein and 30% of vegetable 
oil consumption worldwide (USDA). It was domesticated from its wild progenitor 
Glycine soja, a native species in China ~5000 years ago (Carter et al., 2004). Though 
both are without reproductive isolation and have very similar genomes, they exhibit 
diverse phenotypes in many aspects.  
 
1.1 Morphology differences 
Cultivated soybean are different with wild soybean in complex morphology, for 
example, the flower and pod number, photosynthesis capacity, seed size, plant height 
and root morphology. 
 Saitoh et al. (1998) reported that seed yield is closely correlated with the flower 
number in the soybean cultivar grown under three planting densities for three years, 
demonstrating that the potential of flower production is of importance for high seed 
yield, especially in view of the rate of reproductive abortion. Saithoh et al. (2004) 
compared the characteristics of flowering and pod set between wild and cultivated 
soybeans planted in pots (1/5000 a) in a vinyl house and found that the wild soybeans 
developed over 10-fold more nodes and flowers than cultivated soybeans, which 
indicated that the pole climbing characteristic and development of branches and 
racemes with compound leaves were repressed during domestication. However, the 
flower production and pods decreased whereas the rate of pod set and seed size 
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increased in this process (Saitoh et al., 2004). 
Several studies on the leaf photosynthetic features were performed on soybean. 
Kokubun et al. (1988) reported that Glycine max has larger leaves and lower 
photosynthetic rate than Glycine soja. By contrast, Saitoh et al. (2004) observed that 
wild soybeans showed lower photosynthetic rate than cultivated soybeans despite its 
smaller leaves, suggesting that in the process of domestication from wild to cultivated 
soybeans, the photosynthetic capacity of soybean might be improved and the leaves 
become larger with increased rate of dry-matter production (Saitoh et al., 2004). 
 Shu et al. (1986) performed comparative studies on the traits of wild, semi-wild 
and cultivated soybeans. Their results showed that from wild soybean to cultivated 
soybean, the most significantly changed trait was in the seed size. The 100-seed 
weight had increased from 1.61g in wild soybeans to 15.14 g in cultivated soybeans, 
which equals to a 9.4-fold increase. However, the number of seeds per plant had 
decreased by 8.24 times, while the seed weight produced per plant was only 32% 
higher than the undomesticated one. In addition, the plant height had decreased by 2.6 
times and the number of branches had decreased by 2.73 times (Shu et al., 1986).  
For root morphology, wild soybeans exhibited a larger root length than cultivated 
soybeans when grown in a hydroponics culture system (Seversike et al., 2011). While 
root masses were similar, the visual images showed a denser root system. The wild 
soybeans had up to ~90% longer root than that of the domesticated soybean at 25 °C, 
primarily reflecting an increase in relatively fine roots with a diameter of 0.25-0.50 
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mm (Seversike et al., 2011). 
 
1.2 Herbicide 
1.2.1 Sulfonylureas herbicides 
Sulfonylureas are a family of environmentally compatible herbicides that were 
discovered by DuPont Crop Protection in 1975 (http://news.agropages.com/). They 
are an herbicide family with high levels of activity at low application rates. By 
slightly changing the chemical structure, selectivity can be transformed from one crop 
to another. Examples of crops which are tolerant to one or more sulfonylurea 
herbicides include wheat and other small grains, soybeans, rice, rapeseed, corn, 
potatoes, peanuts, sugar beets, turf, and conifers (http://news.agropages.com/). In 
general, the sulfonylurea herbicides are used to control broadleaf weeds 
(http://news.agropages.com/). Several sulfonylurea herbicides also control annual and 
perennial grasses in certain crops including corn (http://news.agropages.com/). 
Additionally, they are used extensively for nonselective control of annual and 
perennial grasses and broadleaf weeds in non-crop and industrial areas 
(http://news.agropages.com/). Weed control can be achieved with soil and/or POST 
applications (http://news.agropages.com/). 
Sulfonylureas represent a major advance in global crop protection technology and 
have revolutionized weed control by introducing a unique mode of action. 
Specifically, these compounds interfere with a key enzyme required for weed cell 
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growth — acetolactate synthase (ALS), which is a key enzyme used in the first step 
towards biosynthesis of the branched chain amino acids (valine, leucine, and 
isoleucine) (http://news.agropages.com/). 
1.2.2 Herbicide resistance 
It is believed that the herbicide is applied in the cultivated soybeans  instead of 
the wild soybeans. Thus, the selection pressure is considered to be imposed on the 
cultivated accessions. Dekker and Duke (1995) proposed that the mechanisms of 
herbicide resistance can be broadly grouped into two categories: 
 
1.2.2.1 Exclusionary resistance 
In exclusionary resistance mechanism the herbicide could be categorized from the site 
of action in many ways. 
(a) Differential herbicide uptake: In resistant biotypes, the herbicides are not 
taken up readily due to morphological uniqueness like overproduction of 
waxes, reduced leaf area etc. 
(b) Differential translocation: In resistant biotypes, the apoplastic (cell wall, 
xylem) and symplastic (plasma lemma, phloem) transport of herbicide is 
reduced due to different modifications. 
(c) Compartmentation: Herbicides are sequestered in many locations before it 
reaches the site of action. e.g. some lipophilic herbicide may become 




(d) Metabolic detoxification: Herbicide is detoxified before it reaches the site of 
action at a rate sufficiently rapid that the plant is not killed. The biochemical 
that detoxifies herbicides can be grouped into four major categories: oxidation, 
reduction, hydrolysis, and conjugation. 
1.2.2.2 Site of action resistance 
Those that render specific site of herbicide action resistance included： 
(a) Altered site of action: Site of action is altered in such a way that it is no longer 
susceptible to the herbicide.  For example, in Lactuca sativa biotypes which 
are resistant to sulfonylurea herbicides, the ALS enzyme which is the site of 
action of herbicide, is modified in such a way that herbicide can no longer 
bind with the enzyme and inactivate it (Eberlein et al., 1999). 
(b) Site of action overproduction: This causes the dilution effect of the herbicide. 
Here the site of action is overproduced so that the herbicide at its normal rate 
of application will not be able to inactivate the entire enzyme produced. Thus 








1.3 Data description 
The SNP and InDel data of the 14 cultivated accessions and 17 wild accessions we 












































2.1 SNP detection 
SOAPsnp (Li R. et al., 2009) was employed to detect single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) in the sequenced population and to genotype each individual. 
The program calculates the likelihood of each genotype at each site based on the 
alignment of short reads to the reference (Williams 82 genome in our project), 
together with the corresponding sequencing quality scores. The genotype with highest 
posterior probability was inferred at each site based on the Bayes’ theorem (the 
reverse probability model). To guarantee the SNP quality, the intrinsic bias or errors 
commonly occurring in Illumina sequencing data were taken into account. The 
filtering criteria are listed here: 
1) Q20 quality score ≥ 20; 
2) Copy number of flanking sequences < 2; 
3) At least 1 uniquely mapped read for each allele; and 
4) The minimum distance that between two SNPs ≥ 5bp.  





Figure 2.1. SOAPsnp flow chart. 
Using this method, a total of 6,318,109 SNPs were detected in all 31 sequenced 
soybeans. Lam et al. (2010) estimated the SNP false-positive and false-negative rates 
to be ~1.79% and ~3.46%, respectively which provided a solid foundation for the data 
analyses. 
 
2.2 Fixed SNPs detection 
Those SNP sites were excluded if they occurred in less than 11 and 14 individuals 
in the cultivated and wild populations, respectively. A fixed SNP was scored when all 
sequenced individuals shared the same base type in one population. With this standard, 
we identified 1,655,408 and 313,442 fixed SNPs in the cultivated and wild 
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populations, respectively (Table 3.1). 
 
2.2.1 Fixed SNPs in the wild population at low frequency (FWLC) or at 
intermediate frequency (FWIC) in the cultivated population 
Fixed SNPs were defined and obtained as described in previous section. A SNP at 
FWLC means the SNP was fixed in the wild population and showed a frequency 
<10% in the cultivated population. In total, 2,084 fixed SNPs at FWLC were 
identified (Table 3.2). A SNP at FWIC means the SNP was fixed in the wild 
population and showed a frequency >10% and <50% in the cultivated population. 
Using this standard, 28,358 fixed SNPs at FWIC were identified (Table 3.2). 
 
2.2.2 Fixed SNPs in the cultivated population at low frequency (FCLW) or at 
intermediate frequency (FCIW) in the wild population 
As we described above, a SNP at FCLW means the SNP was fixed in cultivated 
population and showed a frequency <10% in the wild population. A total of 2,281 
such kind of SNPs were identified (Table 3.3). At the same situation, a SNP at FCIW 
means the SNP was fixed in the cultivated population and showed a frequency >10% 
and <50% in the wild population. A total of 111,825 such kind of SNPs were 




2.3 InDel detection 
We identified the InDels in each individual using the software SOAPindel 
developed by BGI-shenzhen) (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapindel.html), which is 
designed for paired-end sequencing data generated from Ilumina platforms. The 
workflow was described here: 
1. Get fuzzy positions of unmatched reads 
2. Sort fuzzy positions 
3. Find possible SNPs in all potential regions 
4. Cluster unmatched reads to regions 
5. Split reference sequence 
6. Get unmatched reads 
7. Get matched reads 
8. Do local assembly and alignment to get InDels 
9. Filtering results 
In this study, we used the default parameters except that n was set to 9 bp, which 
means the maximum InDel size allowed is 9 bp. With this method, we detected 7,066 







2.3.1 Statistics of conserved InDels in the wild population at low frequency 
(CWLC), intermediate (CWIC), or high frequency (CWHC) in the 
cultivated population  
Conserved InDels were obtained as described above. An InDel at CWLC means 
the InDel was conserved in the wild population and showed a frequency <10% in the 
cultivated population. A total of 399 InDels at CWLC were identified (Table 3.5). An 
InDel at CWIC means the InDel was conserved in wild population and showed a 
frequency >10% and <50% in the cultivated population. A total of 1,666 InDels at 
CWIC were identified (Table 3.5). An InDel at CWHC means the InDel was 
conserved in the wild population and showed a frequency > 50% in the cultivated 
population. A total of 2,144 InDels at CWHC were identified (Table 3.5). 
 
2.3.2 Identification of conserved InDels in the cultivated population at low 
frequency (CCLW), intermediate (CCIW), or high frequency (CCHW) in 
the wild population  
Conserved InDels were obtained as described above. An InDel a CCLW means 
the InDel was conserved in the cultivated population and showed a frequency <10% 
in the wild population. A total of 112InDels at CCLW were identified (Table 3.6). An 
InDel at CCIW means the InDel was conserved in cultivated population and showeda 
frequency >10% and <50% in the wild population. A total of 1,461 InDels at CCIW 
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were identified (Table 3.6). An InDel at CCHW means the InDel was conserved in 
cultivated population and showed a frequency > 50% in the wild population. A total 
of 5,493 InDels at CCHW were identified (Table 3.6). 
 
2.4 Result visualization 
In this study, some of the results were visualized using SVG (Scalable Vector 
Graphics) language, which is a family of specifications of an XML-based file format 
for two-dimensional vector graphics, both static and dynamic (i.e. interactive or 
animated) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalable_Vector_Graphics) and all of the 
graphs were edited using Adobe Illustrator, a vector graphics editor developed and 
marketed by Adobe Systems (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_Illustrator). The 



































3.1 Number of fixed SNPs and conserved InDels in cultivated accessions is much 
more than in wild accessions 
Based on our analysis, we observed that the number of fixed SNPs in 
cultivated population is much more than that in wild population (See Figure 3.1, 
Table 3.1). We also observed that the number of conserved InDels in cultivated 
population is much more than that in wild population (See Figure 3.2, Table 3.4).  
Table 3.1. Statistics of fixed SNPs in cultivated and wild populations. 
Chromosome Cultivated population Wild population 
Gm01 77662 11590 
Gm02 89657 13640 
Gm03 80442 16514 
Gm04 86901 18594 
Gm05 55689 11247 
Gm06 87870 19731 
Gm07 79652 16324 
Gm08 113993 14518 
Gm09 73873 10322 
Gm10 73473 15185 
Gm11 91970 9288 
Gm12 85429 6002 
Gm13 101884 18293 
Gm14 114893 19194 
Gm15 84515 26621 
Gm16 54585 17711 
Gm17 45672 15719 
Gm18 105277 30172 
Gm19 73070 8944 
Gm20 78901 13833 





Table 3.2. Statistics of fixed SNPs found in the wild population at low, 
intermediate, or high frequency in the cultivated population. 
Chromosome High frequency Intermediate frequency Low frequency 
Gm01 10663 861 66 
Gm02 12152 1485 3 
Gm03 15390 1113 11 
Gm04 13734 4637 223 
Gm05 10877 369 1 
Gm06 18792 829 110 
Gm07 13268 3031 25 
Gm08 10582 3018 918 
Gm09 9440 876 6 
Gm10 13507 1304 374 
Gm11 7994 1256 38 
Gm12 5502 475 25 
Gm13 16581 1584 128 
Gm14 17677 1489 28 
Gm15 26280 333 8 
Gm16 17134 577 0 
Gm17 15281 434 4 
Gm18 28180 1949 43 
Gm19 8195 720 29 
Gm20 11744 2045 44 










Table 3.3. Statistics of fixed SNPs found in the cultivated population at low, 
intermediate, or high frequency in the wild population. 
Chromosome High frequency Intermediate frequency Low frequency 
Gm01 72952 4646 64 
Gm02 80898 8709 50 
Gm03 76568 3858 16 
Gm04 83400 3456 45 
Gm05 54595 1085 9 
Gm06 81019 6842 9 
Gm07 77351 2283 18 
Gm08 102049 10795 1149 
Gm09 68927 4944 2 
Gm10 68119 5100 254 
Gm11 76197 15557 216 
Gm12 82802 2621 6 
Gm13 93794 7927 163 
Gm14 111675 3216 2 
Gm15 78704 5785 26 
Gm16 53024 1557 4 
Gm17 42594 3076 2 
Gm18 94311 10944 22 
Gm19 67105 5786 179 
Gm20 75218 3638 45 










Table 3.4. Statistics of conserved InDels in cultivated and wild populations. 
Chromosome Cultivated population Wild population 
Gm01 428 225 
Gm02 328 280 
Gm03 498 175 
Gm04 280 304 
Gm05 292 65 
Gm06 657 144 
Gm07 443 264 
Gm08 339 252 
Gm09 184 108 
Gm10 378 255 
Gm11 274 119 
Gm12 316 228 
Gm13 529 307 
Gm14 279 170 
Gm15 471 250 
Gm16 199 146 
Gm17 329 346 
Gm18 290 225 
Gm19 267 200 
Gm20 285 146 












Table 3.5. Statistics of occurrence in the cultivated population of conserved 
InDels found in the wild population. 
Chromosome High frequency Intermediate frequency Low frequency 
Gm01 80 93 52 
Gm02 133 147 0 
Gm03 70 65 40 
Gm04 104 133 67 
Gm05 52 0 13 
Gm06 117 27 0 
Gm07 105 159 0 
Gm08 67 132 53 
Gm09 13 95 0 
Gm10 161 81 13 
Gm11 93 13 13 
Gm12 163 52 13 
Gm13 210 67 30 
Gm14 105 52 13 
Gm15 172 78 0 
Gm16 81 65 0 
Gm17 163 170 13 
Gm18 107 92 26 
Gm19 122 65 13 
Gm20 26 80 40 











Table 3.6. Statstics of occurrence in the wild population, of the conserved InDels 
found in the cultivated population. 
Chromosome High frequency Intermediate frequency Low frequency 
Gm01 371 57 0 
Gm02 272 56 0 
Gm03 371 116 11 
Gm04 236 44 0 
Gm05 211 81 0 
Gm06 353 225 79 
Gm07 272 171 0 
Gm08 270 69 0 
Gm09 151 33 0 
Gm10 299 68 11 
Gm11 226 48 0 
Gm12 304 12 0 
Gm13 462 67 0 
Gm14 211 68 0 
Gm15 302 169 0 
Gm16 188 11 0 
Gm17 318 11 0 
Gm18 246 44 0 
Gm19 211 45 11 
Gm20 219 66 0 






































Figure 3.1. Comparison of fixed SNPs in cultivated and wild populations. The red 
strips denote the frequency distribution in the wild population, of the fixed SNPs 
found in the cultivated population, while the blue strips denote the frequency 





































Figure 3.2. Comparison of conserved InDels in cultivated and wild populations. The 
red strips denote the frequency distribution in the wild population, of the conserved 
InDels (frequency >80%) found in the cultivated population, while the blue strips 
describe the frequency distribution in the cultivated population, of conserved InDels 








3.2 Candidate regions under selection 
For those SNPs fixed in cultivated population, 93% of them occur at high frequency 
(≥50%) in the wild population. We proposed that these SNPs may not contribute a lot 
to the phenotype differences between the cultivated and wild soybeans. To explore the 
candidate regions under artificial selection in the cultivated population, we mainly 
focused on those SNPs fixed in one population that occur at intermediate or low 
frequency in the other group and studied their distribution along the twenty 
chromosomes.  
 As expected, those fixed SNP analyzed were not distributed randomly. On the 
contrary, they were clustered in several regions (Figure 3.3-3.6). The fixed SNPs 
found in the wild population that occurred at intermediate frequency in the cultivated 
population were mainly found on Chromosome 04. On the other hand, the fixed SNPs 
found in the wild population that showed low frequency in the cultivated population, 
as well as the fixed SNPs found in the cultivated population that showed low 
frequency in the wild population, were found to densely distributed on Chromosome 
08. 
 
3.2.1 Analysis of wild-unique distribution on Chromosome 04 
As shown in Fig. 3.5, most SNPs fixed in wild accessions that showed intermediate 
frequency in cultivated accessions were clustered on Chromosome 04. Given that 
fixed SNPs hint the signal of selection pressure and SNPs occurring at intermediate 
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frequency imply neutral selection, this pattern may indicate that Chromosome 04 
might carry genes important for the evolutionary fitness of wild. 
 
3.2.2 Analysis of distribution on Chromosome 08 
Distribution patterns of fixed SNPs in both wild and cultivated accessions on 
Chromosome 08 revealed a strong divergence between the two groups in several 
regions located on this chromosome. Based on previously known QTL information, 
two QTLs associated with pod number and seed tyrosine content were found in these 
regions (Figure 3.7).  
 
3.2.2.1 Analysis of QTL associated with pod number 
Pod number is an important agronomic trait underlying soybean yield and the pod 
number in cultivated soybean is usually greater than that in wild soybean (Zhang et al., 
2010). Combined with one QTL associated with pod number reported previous on 
Chromosome 08 and the fixed SNPs analyzed, we identified 13 genes whose coding 
regions affected by the fixed SNPs in cultivated accessions, leading to 
nonsynonymous changes (Table 3.7). Of those genes, two tandem genes encoding 
CCoAOMT (caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase) were included. Widiez et al. (2011) 
reported that this gene was highly expressed in a dramatic tissue-specific expression 
pattern in the hair cells of developing pod which is the likely location of vanillin 
biosynthesis The mutation site in gene Glyma08g10930.1 affects an important domain 
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where the S-adenosylmethionine binds (Figure 3.8).  
Another gene in this gene set encodes a protein responsible for the transportation 
of inositol. Previous study showed that the total number of mature pods was 
significantly higher due to the application of inositol compared to control (Gupta, 
2009) in the groundnut, indicating the positive effect in the pod number production. 
Interestingly, we found the HCT (hydroxycinnamoyl-Coenzyme A 
shikimate/quinate hydroxycinnamoyltransferase) gene has two nonsynonymous 
mutations. Both of the mutations are in the conserved domains. HCT has been shown 
to play a vital role in the lignin biosynthesis (Hoffmann et al., 2004). Li et al. (2010) 
suggested that deficiency of lignin biosynthesis resulted in growth reduction and 
dwarfing. Yadav et al. (1984) reported that plant height affected pod yield indirectly 
through days to maturity. Varman and Raveendra (1989) reported positive direct 
effect of plant height on pod yield. These observations may demonstrate that HCT 










Table 3.7. Information of genes with nonsynonymous SNPs in the QTL 









Glyma08g10140.1 588 A<->G AAA<->AAG K<->K Synonymous 1554 
Myo-inositol 
transporter 






) box polypeptide 
51 






) box polypeptide 
51 
Glyma08g10460.1 114 A<->G CTA<->CTG L<->L Synonymous 690 
DEAD 
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp
) box polypeptide 
51 





protein kinase 23 















































Glyma08g11400.1 834 G<->T GTG<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1455 
Protein 
phosphatase 
Glyma08g11430.1 1107 G<->A TTG<->TTA L<->L Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-ass
ociated protein 1 
Glyma08g11430.1 480 A<->G GAA<->GAG E<->E Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-ass
ociated protein 1 

























Gm01 Gm02 Gm03 Gm04 Gm05 Gm06 Gm07 Gm08 Gm09 Gm10 Gm11 Gm12 Gm13 Gm14 Gm15 Gm16 Gm17 Gm18 Gm19 Gm20
 
Figure 3.3. Distribution of fixed SNPs found in the cultivated population at low or 
intermediate frequency in the wild population. The red bar denoted the SNP fixed in 
cultivated population at low frequency (frequency smaller than 10%) in wild 
population, while the green bar denoted the SNP fixed in cultivated population at 
intermediate frequency (frequency >10% and <50%) in wild population. 
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Gm01 Gm02 Gm03 Gm04 Gm05 Gm06 Gm07 Gm08 Gm09 Gm10 Gm11 Gm12 Gm13 Gm14 Gm15 Gm16 Gm17 Gm18 Gm19 Gm20
 
Figure 3.4. Distribution of fixed SNPs found in the cultivated population that showed 
low frequency in the wild population. The red bars denote the SNP fixed in cultivated 







Gm01 Gm02 Gm03 Gm04 Gm05 Gm06 Gm07 Gm08 Gm09 Gm10 Gm11 Gm12 Gm13 Gm14 Gm15 Gm16 Gm17 Gm18 Gm19 Gm20
 
Figure 3.5. Distribution of fixed SNPs found in the wild population that occur at low 
or intermediate frequency in the cultivated population. The red bars denote the SNP 
fixed in the wild population but occurring at low frequency (frequency smaller than 
10%) in the cultivated population, while the blue bars denote the SNP fixed in the 
wild population but occurring at intermediate frequency (frequency greater than 10% 
but smaller than 50%) in the cultivated population. 
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Gm01 Gm02 Gm03 Gm04 Gm05 Gm06 Gm07 Gm08 Gm09 Gm10 Gm11 Gm12 Gm13 Gm14 Gm15 Gm16 Gm17 Gm18 Gm19 Gm20
 
Figure 3.6. Distribution of fixed SNPs found in the wild population that occur at low 
frequency in the cultivated population. The red bars denote the SNP fixed in the wild 





Figure 3.7. QTLs information on Chromosome 08. The yellow boxes in the left 
represent QTLs. Note that the box size is determined by the range of QTL. The green 
strips in the middle are the SNPs fixed in the cultivated population that occur at low 
frequency in the wild population, while the red strips in the right denote the SNPs 




Figure 3.8. Structure of CCoAOMT gene. The color domain here shows the 
S-adenosylmethionine binding site domain. The residue with yellow color denotes the 








3.3 Other analysis on fixed SNPs 
3.3.1 Genes with amino acid code changes caused by SNPs fixed in the cultivated 
population at low frequency in wild population 
Totally, 155 change sites caused by fixed SNPs in cultivated population at low 
frequency in wild population involving 107 genes were identified, and more than half 
of these genes contain non-synonymous change sites (62 genes; Table 3.8). 
Remarkably, 39% of the genes (42) are located in Chromosome 08. Furthermore, 
genes associated with root growth (CIPK23) and fruit ripening (polygalacturonase) 
were identified in our gene set. 
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Table 3.8. Information of genes with amino acid residue changes caused by 














Glyma02g02450.1 2544 A<->T GTA<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 2646 Alpha-amylase 
Glyma02g02580.1 222 T<->C GGT<->GGC G<->G Synonymous 354 
Peptidylprolylisome
rase 






Glyma02g02690.1 501 T<->C GAT<->GAC D<->D Synonymous 1338  
















C-4 methyl sterol 
oxidase 






Glyma02g03550.1 408 A<->G ACA<->ACG T<->T Synonymous 1596 
Nucleobase 
transporter 














Glyma02g04000.1 330 T<->C GAT<->GAC D<->D Synonymous 735  
Glyma02g04090.1 276 A<->G 
AAA<->AA
G 








Glyma02g38790.1 1680 T<->A TCT<->TCA S<->S Synonymous 2541  
Glyma02g38840.1 1413 G<->A ACG<->ACA T<->T Synonymous 2625  





















Glyma02g39500.1 495 C<->G GCC<->GCG A<->A Synonymous 3402 
Ubiquitin-activating 
enzyme E1 
Glyma05g08100.1 231 C<->T AAC<->AAT N<->N Synonymous 4218 
ABC multidrug 
transporter 
Glyma06g22870.1 9 T<->G AAT<->AAG N<->K 
Non-synonym
ous 
2049 Protease IV 






Glyma07g31550.1 1719 A<->G TTA<->TTG L<->L Synonymous 2745 
DNA mismatch 
repair protein MutS2 
Glyma08g10140.1 588 A<->G 
AAA<->AA
G 
K<->K Synonymous 1554 DELLA protein 
Glyma08g10180.1 597 G<->T GCG<->GCT A<->A Synonymous 2145 Cullin 4 
Glyma08g10180.1 1644 T<->A CTT<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 2145 Cullin 4 








Glyma08g10410.1 474 C<->T AGC<->AGT S<->S Synonymous 1743 




Glyma08g10450.1 4836 A<->G CCA<->CCG P<->P Synonymous 5508  






box polypeptide 51 






box polypeptide 51 
Glyma08g10460.1 114 A<->G CTA<->CTG L<->L Synonymous 690 
DEAD 
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) 
box polypeptide 51 





protein kinase 23 
Glyma08g10480.1 2244 G<->A CTG<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 2862  


























Glyma08g11000.1 600 C<->T ATC<->ATT I<->I Synonymous 861  






Glyma08g11200.1 2577 C<->T AGC<->AGT S<->S Synonymous 3303 
Kinesin family 
member 15 









Glyma08g11200.1 1660 T<->C TTA<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 3303 
Kinesin family 
member 15 















Glyma08g11400.1 834 G<->T GTG<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1455 Protein phosphatase 
Glyma08g11430.1 1107 G<->A TTG<->TTA L<->L Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-associ
ated protein 1 
Glyma08g11430.1 480 A<->G 
GAA<->GA
G 
E<->E Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-associ
ated protein 1 




















Glyma08g11890.1 1293 T<->A TCT<->TCA S<->S Synonymous 1608 
Glucooligosaccharid
e oxidase 
Glyma08g11890.1 1287 A<->G CAA<->CAG Q<->Q Synonymous 1608 
Glucooligosaccharid
e oxidase 













Glyma08g14770.1 582 G<->A 
GAG<->GA
A 
E<->E Synonymous 1293  
Glyma08g18640.1 189 A<->C CCA<->CCC P<->P Synonymous 660 
Glutathione 
S-transferase 
Glyma08g18700.1 54 T<->C TAT<->TAC Y<->Y Synonymous 207  
Glyma08g18860.1 300 C<->T GTC<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1803 
H/ACA 
ribonucleoprotein 
complex subunit 4 




















Glyma08g19280.1 1953 T<->A CCT<->CCA P<->P Synonymous 2331 Beta-glucosidase 
Glyma08g19280.1 2295 C<->G GTC<->GTG V<->V Synonymous 2331 Beta-glucosidase 
Glyma08g19280.1 2316 A<->G TTA<->TTG L<->L Synonymous 2331 Beta-glucosidase 
Glyma08g19290.1 1272 A<->G 
AGA<->AG
G 
R<->R Synonymous 1419 
Coniferyl-alcohol 
glucosyltransferase 





















Glyma08g39070.1 1326 C<->T CAC<->CAT H<->H Synonymous 1779 
Chitin elicitor 
receptor kinase 1 































Glyma08g39920.1 225 T<->A ACT<->ACA T<->T Synonymous 1203  












Glyma08g47680.1 303 A<->G 
AGA<->AG
G 
R<->R Synonymous 2019 
Casein kinase 1, 
alpha 
Glyma09g02870.1 408 C<->T CAC<->CAT H<->H Synonymous 1185  








heme binding / iron 
ion binding / 
monooxygenase/ 
oxygen binding 


















Glyma10g34490.1 906 C<->T TGC<->TGT C<->C Synonymous 1581 Pyruvate kinase 
Glyma10g34530.1 24 T<->C CCT<->CCC P<->P Synonymous 420  
Glyma10g34600.1 44 T<->C TTG<->TCG L<->S 
Non-synonym
ous 
3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 287 T<->A CTC<->CAC L<->H 
Non-synonym
ous 
3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 720 C<->T CAC<->CAT H<->H Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 964 C<->G CTA<->GTA L<->V 
Non-synonym
ous 
3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 1029 A<->T CTA<->CTT L<->L Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 1206 T<->C TCT<->TCC S<->S Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 1511 G<->C AGT<->ACT S<->T 
Non-synonym
ous 
3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 2031 C<->T TGC<->TGT C<->C Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 2391 T<->G GTT<->GTG V<->V Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 2689 T<->G TGC<->GGC C<->G 
Non-synonym
ous 
3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34600.1 2847 T<->C GAT<->GAC D<->D Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
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Glyma10g34600.1 3214 C<->A 
CGG<->AG
G 
R<->R Synonymous 3303 Endonuclease III 
Glyma10g34980.1 867 C<->T GTC<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 2055 
ATP-binding 
cassette, sub-family 
G (WBC), member 
2 
Glyma10g34980.1 1431 T<->C TTT<->TTC F<->F Synonymous 2055 
ATP-binding 
cassette, sub-family 
G (WBC), member 
3 









Glyma10g35190.1 2755 T<->C TTA<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 3339 
Exocyst complex 
component 4 
Glyma10g35230.1 285 T<->C TAT<->TAC Y<->Y Synonymous 603 Rab family 




Glyma11g08940.1 2190 C<->A CCC<->CCA P<->P Synonymous 2337  
Glyma11g18620.1 447 T<->A GGT<->GGA G<->G Synonymous 1053 
Beta-cyano-L-alanin
e hydratase/nitrilase 
Glyma11g18620.1 513 G<->A 
GGG<->GG
A 
G<->G Synonymous 1053 
Beta-cyano-L-alanin
e hydratase/nitrilase 
Glyma11g18630.1 1455 A<->C ATA<->ATC I<->I Synonymous 1833  





membrane protein 7 








Glyma13g22640.1 750 T<->C TCT<->TCC S<->S Synonymous 1167  
Glyma13g22660.1 1111 A<->C 
AGG<->CG
G 
R<->R Synonymous 1212  
Glyma13g22670.1 1383 T<->G CGT<->CGG R<->R Synonymous 3858  































Glyma13g35830.1 499 A<->C 
AGA<->CG
A 
















Glyma13g41770.1 432 C<->T GAC<->GAT D<->D Synonymous 2256 
Phosphatidylserine 
decarboxylase 
Glyma15g05410.1 318 G<->T GCG<->GCT A<->A Synonymous 1281 Pinin 




























Glyma19g01620.1 852 C<->T TTC<->TTT F<->F Synonymous 972 Peroxidase 
Glyma19g01620.1 855 C<->T GCC<->GCT A<->A Synonymous 972 Peroxidase 
Glyma19g01730.1 151 A<->C ATA<->CTA I<->L 
Non-synonym
ous 
822 Gelatinase A 
Glyma19g01730.1 195 G<->C TTG<->TTC L<->F 
Non-synonym
ous 
822 Gelatinase A 
Glyma19g01730.1 543 T<->C GAT<->GAC D<->D Synonymous 822 Gelatinase A 
Glyma19g01740.1 697 G<->A GAT<->AAT D<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
864 Gelatinase A 





heme binding / iron 
ion binding / 
monooxygenase/ 
oxygen binding 

































membrane protein 2 





membrane protein 3 




Glyma19g30660.1 171 A<->C ACA<->ACC T<->T Synonymous 1833 




Glyma19g30770.1 819 C<->A CTC<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 1353 Tubulin beta 
Glyma20g01470.1 798 A<->G GCA<->GCG A<->A Synonymous 984 Acid phosphatase 




Glyma20g01490.1 1356 A<->G ATA<->ATG I<->M 
Non-synonym
ous 




3.3.2 Genes with amino acid code changes caused by SNPs fixed in the wild 
population at low frequency in the cultivated population 
Totally, 155 change sites caused by fixed SNPs in the wild population at low 
frequency in the cultivated population involving in 100 genes were identified, and 





Table 3.9. Information of genes with	  amino	  acid	  code	  changes	  caused	  by	  SNPs	  fixed	  in	  


















Glyma01g00490.1 1503 T<->C TGT<->TGC C<->C Synonymous 2154 
Interleukin-1 
receptor-associa
ted kinase 4 
Glyma03g34590.1 1869 C<->T CAC<->CAT H<->H Synonymous 2013   





n ligase E3 B 
Glyma03g34650.1 2113 A<->C AGA<->CGA R<->R Synonymous 3525 
Ubiquitin-protei
n ligase E3 B 
Glyma03g34650.1 2109 T<->A GCT<->GCA A<->A Synonymous 3525 
Ubiquitin-protei
n ligase E3 B 
Glyma03g34650.1 1476 G<->T CTG<->CTT L<->L Synonymous 3525 
Ubiquitin-protei
n ligase E3 B 





n ligase E3 B 
Glyma03g34780.1 77 T<->C ATA<->ACA I<->T 
Non-synonym
ous 
405   
Glyma03g34780.1 237 G<->T CCG<->CCT P<->P Synonymous 405   
Glyma04g16440.1 172 T<->A TAC<->AAC Y<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
240   














Glyma04g32570.1 1396 T<->C TTG<->CTG L<->L Synonymous 4482   
Glyma04g32570.1 1638 A<->C AAA<->AAC K<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
4482   











Glyma04g32700.1 1056 T<->A CCT<->CCA P<->P Synonymous 1203   







Glyma07g05560.1 401 T<->G ATT<->AGT I<->S 
Non-synonym
ous 
5382   
Glyma08g07460.1 357 A<->C AGA<->AGC R<->S 
Non-synonym
ous 
1092   










































en exchanger 4 
Glyma08g09740.1 270 A<->G TTA<->TTG L<->L Synonymous 1815   






ng zinc finger 
protein 
























Glyma08g10410.1 474 C<->T AGC<->AGT S<->S Synonymous 1743 
Myo-inositol 
transporter 
Glyma08g10450.1 4836 A<->G CCA<->CCG P<->P Synonymous 5508   





























Glyma08g10480.1 2244 G<->A CTG<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 2862   













Glyma08g11030.2 938 T<->C TTG<->TCG L<->S 
Non-synonym
ous 
1362   
Glyma08g11130.1 1074 C<->T TAC<->TAT Y<->Y Synonymous 1380 
DNA primase 
large subunit 







e subunit A 
Glyma08g11200.1 3073 A<->C AAT<->CAT N<->H Non-synonym 3303 Kinesin family 
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ous member 15 






Glyma08g11210.1 6 A<->G CTA<->CTG L<->L Synonymous 246   




















Glyma08g11400.1 834 G<->T GTG<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1455 
Protein 
phosphatase 































Glyma08g11730.1 1649 T<->A CTG<->CAG L<->Q 
Non-synonym
ous 
7929   
Glyma08g13040.1 628 T<->G TCC<->GCC S<->A 
Non-synonym
ous 
4068   
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Glyma08g13160.1 101 C<->T ACC<->ATC T<->I 
Non-synonym
ous 
1023   





































Glyma08g22600.1 30 C<->T CTC<->CTT L<->L Synonymous 2430 
Phospholipase 
D 
Glyma08g22600.1 492 C<->T CCC<->CCT P<->P Synonymous 2430 
Phospholipase 
D 
Glyma08g22600.1 1104 T<->G ACT<->ACG T<->T Synonymous 2430 
Phospholipase 
D 
Glyma08g22600.1 2364 T<->C TTT<->TTC F<->F Synonymous 2430 
Phospholipase 
D 






Glyma08g24800.1 61 T<->C TTC<->CTC F<->L 
Non-synonym
ous 
684   
Glyma08g24800.1 42 C<->T TAC<->TAT Y<->Y Synonymous 684   
Glyma08g24810.1 94 G<->A GAC<->AAC D<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
321   
Glyma08g24810.1 42 T<->C GGT<->GGC G<->G Synonymous 321   
Glyma08g24890.1 825 T<->C GAT<->GAC D<->D Synonymous 1980   













































Glyma08g36520.1 61 C<->T CTA<->TTA L<->L Synonymous 894 
Cinnamoyl-Co
A reductase 







Glyma08g38060.1 887 G<->T TGG<->TTG W<->L 
Non-synonym
ous 
1089   
Glyma08g38140.1 11 T<->C ATC<->ACC I<->T 
Non-synonym
ous 
447   






Glyma08g38320.1 700 A<->G ATG<->GTG M<->V 
Non-synonym
ous 
708 Pyruvate kinase 
Glyma08g38950.1 298 A<->T AGC<->TGC S<->C 
Non-synonym
ous 
852   
Glyma10g34490.1 906 C<->T TGC<->TGT C<->C Synonymous 1581 Pyruvate kinase 


























Glyma10g39030.1 1320 C<->T GAC<->GAT D<->D Synonymous 1410   
Glyma10g39170.1 396 G<->C CCG<->CCC P<->P Synonymous 1755   




































Glyma10g42280.1 543 T<->G GCT<->GCG A<->A Synonymous 1371 
Transcription 
factor TGA 
Glyma10g42310.1 437 C<->T ACG<->ATG T<->M 
Non-synonym
ous 
1461   
Glyma10g42310.1 1024 G<->A GTG<->ATG V<->M 
Non-synonym
ous 
1461   
Glyma10g42310.1 1061 T<->C TTC<->TCC F<->S 
Non-synonym
ous 
1461   





Glyma10g42500.1 591 C<->A GCC<->GCA A<->A Synonymous 984   
Glyma10g42930.1 339 C<->T GAC<->GAT D<->D Synonymous 843   







Glyma10g43030.1 515 G<->A AGC<->AAC S<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
1191   





































































































































e regulator 7 
Glyma12g04890.1 330 C<->T GTC<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1572 
Myo-inositol 
transporter 
Glyma12g34500.1 540 C<->T CTC<->CTT L<->L Synonymous 612 
Trp repressor 
binding protein 
Glyma12g36730.1 720 A<->T CCA<->CCT P<->P Synonymous 1410   
Glyma13g06450.1 67 T<->A TAC<->AAC Y<->N 
Non-synonym
ous 
315   




























Glyma13g41740.1 531 G<->T CAG<->CAT Q<->H 
Non-synonym
ous 
3816   










Glyma14g02470.1 485 C<->G ACA<->AGA T<->R 
Non-synonym
ous 
1224   
Glyma14g03450.1 68 T<->G TTC<->TGC F<->C 
Non-synonym
ous 
1332   
Glyma18g06840.1 909 C<->T ATC<->ATT I<->I Synonymous 1740 
Asparagine 
synthase 
Glyma18g06850.1 763 T<->A TCT<->ACT S<->T 
Non-synonym
ous 
1041   

















Glyma20g31260.1 306 C<->T TTC<->TTT F<->F Synonymous 1125 CYP78A7 










3.3.3 Genes with non-synonymous caused by SNPs fixed in both cultivated and 
wild populations 
Totally, 18 sites were affected by SNPs fixed in both populations involving in 13 
genes, and nine sites were non-synonymous located in six genes (Table 3.10). 
Interestingly, all of the genes except one were located on Chromosome 08. One 
member of the ATP-binding cassette family (ABCC3) was identified in these genes. 
This gene was reported to have function in the detoxification of sulfonylurea 
Herbicides in Arabodopsis Thaliana (ATH) (Philip, 1999). One SNP located in site 
2983 led to a non-synonymous change at the last third transmembrane (TM) structure 





Figure 3.9. Three-D structure of ABCC3 protein. The yellow residue is the mutation 






















Table 3.10. Information of genes with non-synonymous sites affected by SNPs 
fixed in both cultivated and wild populations. 
Gene ID 
Mutated 
position Mutated base Mutated code 
Mutated 




Glyma08g10450.1 4836 A<->G CCA<->CCG P<->P Synonymous 5508  
Glyma08g10710.1 2983 A<->C ATT<->CTT I<->L Non-synonymous 4080 
ATP-binding cassette, 
sub-family C 
(CFTR/MRP), member 3 
Glyma08g11200.1 2348 G<->C 
AGA<->AC
A 
R<->T Non-synonymous 3303 
Kinesin family 
member 15 








Glyma08g10410.1 474 C<->T AGC<->AGT S<->S Synonymous 1743 




Glyma08g11430.1 1107 G<->A TTG<->TTA L<->L Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-associat
ed protein 1 
Glyma08g10460.1 118 T<->C TCG<->CCG S<->P Non-synonymous 690 
DEAD 
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) 
box polypeptide 51 
Glyma08g10480.1 2244 G<->A CTG<->CTA L<->L Synonymous 2862  
Glyma08g11430.1 480 A<->G 
GAA<->GA
G 
E<->E Synonymous 1323 
Microfibrillar-associat
ed protein 1 




Glyma08g10460.1 340 T<->C TCG<->CCG S<->P Non-synonymous 690 
DEAD 
(Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) 
box polypeptide 51 
Glyma10g34490.1 906 C<->T TGC<->TGT C<->C Synonymous 1581 Pyruvate kinase 
Glyma08g11400.1 834 G<->T GTG<->GTT V<->V Synonymous 1455 Protein phosphatase 
Glyma08g11240.1 1618 A<->G AGC<->GGC S<->G Non-synonymous 1713 
FK506-binding protein 
4/5 






Glyma08g10410.1 1214 G<->A GGT<->GAT G<->D Non-synonymous 1743 









3.3.4 Analysis combining KEGG pathway with genes containing amino acid code 
change sites resulted from fixed SNPs  
3.3.4.1 Plant hormone transduction 
Plant hormones are signal molecules produced within plants and are essential for 
plant growth and development. Normally, it is widely accepted that there are five 
major classes of plant hormones: abscisic acid (Seo and Koshiba 2002), auxins 
(http://www.plant-hormones.info/auxins.htm), cytokinins (Carmi and Staden 1983), 
ethylene (Wang K. L. et al. 2002) and Gibberellins (Xu et al. 1995). Besides, other 
hormones were reported with different functions such as brassinosteroids (Noguchi et 
al. 2000), salicylic acid (Herbers et al. 1996), nitric oxide (Shapiro 2005) etc. Here, 
we identified several genes with nonsynonymous amino acid changes modulated by 
fixed SNPs playing key roles in the pathways of these plant hormones (See Table 3.11 
& 3.12).  
Cytokinins has been implicated to play a vital role in many aspects of growth and 
development in plant, such as cell division, shoot initiation and development, light 
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responses, and leaf senescence (Veach et al. 2003). One gene encoding one member 
of type-B response regulators reported as positive regulators in the two-component 
cytokinin signaling pathway (Argyros et al. 2008) was identified containing three 
SNPs fixed in wild population in the CDS region. 
Ethylene functions importantly in diverse aspects of plant growth and 
developmental processes, including germination, senescence, epinasty, leaf abscission, 
and fruit ripening (Abeies et al., 1992). CTR1, a negative regulator of the ethylene 
response pathway in arabidopsis thaliana (ATH), belonging to one member of the Raf 
family of protein kinases (Kieber et al. 1993) has 7 SNPs fixed in the wild population 
in the intron regions.  
ABA-mediated signaling also plays an important part in plant responses to 
environmental stress and plant pathogens (Zhu 2002). We identified a gene with two 
fixed SNPs in wild group encoding type 1 inositol 5-phosphatase protein which 
exhibited increased drought tolerance and altered abscisic acid Signaling (Perera et al. 
2008). 
Auxins have a cardinal role in coordination of variety of processes of plant 
growth and behavioral processes in its life cycle and are required for plant body 
development. One gene with two fixed SNPs in wild population was identified which 
encodes a membrane protein with multiple his-rich regions IAR1 (IAA-alanine 
resistance protein 1) participating in IAA–amino acid conjugate metabolism or 
sensing and required for auxin conjugate sensitivity. Mutation analysis revealed that 
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IAR1 normally increases IAA or sensitivity to IAA, and it was reported that IAR1 
mutant shorts the primary roots with more adventitious and lateral roots (Lasswell et 
al. 2000). 
Brassinosteroids (BRs) are necessary for many of plant developmental programs 
including cell elongation, vascular differentiation, seed germination, sensescence and 
male fertility (Altmann 1999) (Clouse and Sasse 1998). Yamamuro et al. (2000) 
reported that loss of Function of a rice brassinosteroid insensitive1 (BRI1) homolog 
hindered the elongation of internode and bending of the lamina (Yamamuro et al. 
2000), and we identified one SNP fixed in both cultivated and wild population in the 
intron of this gene. Interestingly, besides this gene, another BRI1 homolog contains 
one fixed SNP in the cultivated population in the coding region. 
Salicylic acid is involved in endogenous signaling, mediating in plant defense 
against pathogens by inducing the production of pathogenesis-related proteins (Yusuf 
et al. 2008) (Herbers et al. 1996). One gene was detected to be shaped by three fixed 
SNPs in wild population which encodes a protein belonging to one member of TGA 
factors which constitute a conserved plant subfamily of basic domain/Leu zipper 
(bZIP) transcriptional regulators whose genomic target were thought to include 
glutathione S-transferase (GST) and pathogenesis-related (PR) genes that are 
associated with detoxification and defense (Klinedinst et al. 2000) (Niggeweg et al. 





Figure 3.11. Plant hormone signal transduction pathway in KEGG (Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) database. Red box denotes the gene with SNPs 
fixed in wild population that occur at low frequency in cultivated population, while 
the green one denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in cultivated population that occur at 
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low frequency in wild population. The purple box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed 
in both cultivated and wild populations. 
 
Table 3.11. Genes in the plant hormone transduction pathway affected by fixed 
SNPs in wild population at low frequency in cultivated population. 
Trait Gene ID Fixed SNP number SNP region Function description 
Plant hormone transduction 
Glyma10g34780.1 3 CDS Type-B response regulators 
Glyma10g43060.1 7 Intron Constitutive triple response 1 
Glyma13g33740.1 1 Intron Brassinosteroid insensitive 1 
Glyma10g42280.1 3 




Table 3.12. Genes in the plant hormone transduction pathway affected by fixed 
SNPs in cultivated population that occur at low frequency in wild population. 
Pathway Gene ID Fixed SNP number SNP region Function description 
Plant hormone signal transduction 
Glyma08g24850.1 1 CDS 
Brassinosteroid 
insensitive 1  







3.3.4.2 Plant-pathogen interaction 
It is not the rule that a pathogen has the ability to produce a disease in its host, 
but usually the exception in nature plants are generally resistant to most pathogens 
due to its innate ability to recognize potential invading pathogens through certain 
interaction and to induce successful defenses (Hidalgo 2004). On the other hand, 
pathogens could cause diseases successfully only if they have developed the ability to 
evade detection or suppress host defense mechanisms, or both (Hidalgo 2004). 
Naturally, the ability of resistance to pathogen in wild soybean is much 
stronger than that in cultivated soybean. Two genes are identified containing fixed 
SNPs in wild population (See Table 3.13 & 3.14), one of which encodes plant cyclic 
nucleotide gated channels (CNGCs) protein functioning in the pathogen signaling 
cascade, in terms of facilitating Ca2+ uptake into the cytosol in response to pathogen 
and pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP) signals (Ma 2011). The other 
gene belongs to the Leu-rich repeat transmembrane receptor kinase flagellin sensitive 
2 (FLS2) which is required for flagellin perception, acting as a PAMP triggering the 
innate immune response (Chinchilla et al. 2006). One homolog of CNGS protein 
different from the one mentioned above has one fixed SNP in cultivated population in 
its intron region. Besides, another fixed SNP in cultivated population was found to 
result in a nonsynonymous change in a gene encoding chitin elicitor receptor kinase 1 
(CERK1) protein which is important for chitin elicitor signaling pahway and chitin is 
reported to function as a microbe-associated molecular pattern (MAMP) for the 
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detection of various potential pathogens in innate immune systems of both plants and 
animals (Miya et al. 2007).  
 
 
Figure 3.12. Plant-pathogen interaction pathway in KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes) database. Red box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in the wild 
population at low frequency in the cultivated population, while the green one denotes 
the gene with SNPs fixed in the cultivated population at low frequency in the wild 






Table 3.13. Genes in the plant-pathogen interaction pathway affected by fixed 
SNPs in cultivated population at low frequency in wild population. 
Pathway Gene ID Fixed SNP number SNP region Function description 
Plant-pathogen interaction 
Glyma19g44450.1 1 Intron 
Cyclic nucleotide-gated 
ion channel 1 
Glyma08g39070.1 1 CDS 
Chitin elicitor receptor 
kinase 1 
 
Table 3.14. Genes in the plant-pathogen interaction pathway affected by fixed 
SNPs in the wild population at low frequency in cultivated population. 
Pathway  Gene ID Fixed SNP number SNP region Function description 
Plant-pathogen interaction 
Glyma07g06220.1 2 
One in CDS/One 
in intron 
Cyclic nucleotide gated 
channels (CNGCs) 
Glyma08g09510.1 4 CDS Flagellin sensitive 2 
 
3.3.4.3 Circadian rhythm 
Circadian rhythms occur as a biological rhythm with light and ambient 
temperature, affecting a diverse array of plant growth and development (Mistlberger 
et al. 2003). Glyma07g05530.1 gene has a fixed SNP in the wild population in one 
intron region. It encoded a PRR5 (PSEUDO-RESPONSE REGULATOR 5) protein 
playing antagonistic roles to CCA1 (Circadian clock-associated 1), one of the key 
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elements in the clock (Fujimori et al. 2005)(Wang and Tobin 1998). What’s more, one 
fixed SNP in wild population was located in the region of one intron of the gene 
encoding LHY (Late Elongated Hypocotyl) protein, constant expression of which will 
disrupt several distinct circadian rhythms and may be related with the central 
oscillator of circadian clock (Schaffer et al. 1998). Interestingly, this SNP site of LHY 
gene was also fixed in cultivated population. In addition, one fixed SNP in cultivated 
population located in the intron of gene Glyma02g38870.1 encoding CONSTANS 
(CO) protein was identified. Suarez-Lopez et al. (2001) reported that this gene acted 
between the circadian clock and the control of flowering and accelerated flowering in 
the condition of long days and the expression of CO gene was modulated by the 





Figure 3.13. Circadian rhythm pathway in KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 
Genomes) database. Red box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in wild population 
that occur at low frequency in cultivated population, while the green one denotes the 
gene with SNPs fixed in cultivated population that occur at low frequency in wild 
population. The purple box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in both cultivated and 
wild populations. 
 
Table 3.15. Genes in the circadian rhythm pathway affected by fixed SNPs in 
cultivated population at low frequency in wild population. 
Pathway  Gene ID Fixed SNP number Mutation region Function description 
Circadian rhythm Glyma02g38870.1 1 Intron CONSTANS (CO) 
 Glyma08g11540.1 1 Intron Late elonghypocatyl (LHY) 
 
 
Table 3.16. Genes in the circadian rhythm pathway affected by fixed SNPs in 
wild population at low frequency in cultivated population. 
Pathway Gene ID Fixed SNP number Mutation region Function description 
Circadian rhythm 
Glyma07g05530.1 1 Intron 
Pseudo-response PSEUDO-RESPONSE 
REGULATOR 5 




3.3.4.4 Starch and sucrose metabolism 
Starch and sucrose metabolism pathway is essential for the starch synthesis 
and accumulation in soybean seeds throughout maturation. Three genes were found to 
contain fixed SNPs of cultivated population at low frequency in wild population with 
one of them with uncharacterized function. Glyma08g19280.1 gene encodes BGLU 
(beta-glucosidase, EC 3.2.1.21) protein which catalyzes the hydrolysis of 
beta-d-glucosidic bonds required for the liberation of many physiologically important 
compounds and is involved in diverse aspects of plant physiology including lignin 
biosynthesis, chemical defense against pathogens and herbivores, and growth and 
development (Gomez-Anduro et al. 2011). Another gene, Glyma08g39870.2, encodes 
trehalose-6-phosphate synthase protein which is indicated a role in regulating starch 









Figure 3.14. Starch and sucrose metabolism pathway in KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia 
of Genes and Genomes) database. Red box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in the 
wild population that occur at low frequency in the cultivated population, while the 
green one denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in the cultivated population that occur at 
low frequency in the wild population. The purple box denotes the gene with SNPs 









Table 3.17. Genes in the starch and sucrose metabolism pathway affected by 
fixed SNPs in cultivated population. 
Pathway Gene ID Fixed SNP number Mutation region Function description 
Starch and sucrose metabolism 
Glyma08g19280.1 3 
One in CDS/Two 
in intron 
Beta-glucosidase 
Glyma02g38980.1 1 CDS Polygalacturonase 
Glyma08g39870.2 1 CDS Terpene synthase 4 
 
3.3.4.5 Carbon fixation in photosynthetic organisms 
C3 carbon fixation is a metabolic pathway converting carbon dioxide and 
RuBP (ribulosebisphosphate) into 3-phosphoglycerate and is essential for the process 
of photosynthesis. Two genes in this pathway contain fixed SNPs of cultivated 
population, one of which encodes MDH (malate dehydrogenase) protein catalyzing a 
reversible NAD+-dependent-dehydrogenase reaction involving in central metabolism 
and redox homeostasis between organelle compartments (Chary et al., 2008), while 
the other encodes a protein (pyruvate kinase) serving as an enzyme involved in 
glycolysis. These observations may be helpful to unravel the mechanism for 
differences of glucose and starch metabolisms between cultivated and wild soybeans 





Figure 3.15. Carbon fixation pathway in KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 
Genomes) database. Red box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in the wild population 
that occur at low frequency in the cultivated population, while the green one denotes 
the gene with SNPs fixed in the cultivated population that occur at low frequency the 
wild population. The purple box denotes the gene with SNPs fixed in both cultivated 









Table 3.18. Genes in the carbon fixation pathway affected by fixed SNPs in 
cultivated population at low frequency in wild population. 
Pathway  Gene ID Fixed SNP number Mutation region Function description 
Carbon fixation in 
photosynthetic 
organisms 
Glyma10g34150.1 1 Intron 
Malate dehydrogenase 
(MDH)  




































4.1 Differences between cultivated and wild soybeans 
As discussed in the literatures, cultivated and wild soybeans exhibit great 
morphological differences in many aspects. Naturally, wild soybean has twining and 
viney stems, severer shattering, impermeable seed coats, pod cracking sensitivity, 
small seeds, low oleic acid and oil concentration, all of which are seldom observed in 
cultivated soybean (Chen et al., 2004). 
The availability of the genome reference of cultivated soybean (Schmutz et al., 
2010) and high throughput next-generation sequencing technologies provide excellent 
opportunity to excavate the domestication events and phenotype diversification from 
the genome level. The re-sequencing of a total 31 soybean accessions (Lam et al., 
2010) described the nature and extent of genetic differentiation between cultivated 
and wild populations, but no information was provided about the reservoir of genes 
useful for soybean genetic improvement. Besides, many domestication traits have 
been studied and been proposed to be controlled by a small number of genes or 
several major quantitative trait loci (QTL) (Doebley et al., 2006), however little 
information about genetic diversity of such genes or QTLs are reported. 
 
4.2 Roles of fixed SNPs in the wild and cultivated populations study 
It was proposed that if one mutation site is beneficial to the species, the SNP will 
spread to the population immediately and finally fixed in the population without 
considering the random genetic drift factor. Thus, one fixed SNP indicates the hint of 
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selection to some extent. In the situation of two populations, if one SNP is fixed in 
one population  at high frequency in the other, we consider that this SNP is not 
enough to explain the difference between the two populations. As for the SNPs fixed 
in one population that occur at intermediate frequency in the other, they are 
considered to be under selection in one population in which they were fixed but 
neutral for the other population. While if one SNP is fixed in one population  at low 
frequency in the other population, we supposed that the SNP was diverged between 
the two populations and it could exhibit the difference between the two populations. 
So we can deduce the selection preferences and divergence by the analysis of the 
second and third kind of SNPs, however, little was done with the first one. 
 
4.3 The possible reason for number of fixed SNPs and conserved InDels in 
cultivated soybeans is much more than that in wild soybeans 
Our observation may be due to two reasons: 1) Artificial selection imposed on 
the cultivated soybean may be much stronger than natural selection; 2) Bottleneck in 
the domestication process of cultivated soybean. 
4.3.1 Artificial selection is much stronger than natural selection 
 Two reasons may contribute to this situation. Firstly, artificial selection 
mainly focuses on a relatively small number of traits of interests, as oil content, 
protein production, seed size, weight and so on which leads to simplification of 
selection. Thus, any mutations detrimental to those traits were eliminated immediately 
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while those ones benefit to the traits of interests were strongly selected and then 
diffused and finally fixed in the population in the process of domestication. On the 
other hand, as for the wild population, the environments they grow are varied from 
one place to another resulting in the multiplication of selection. What’s more, the 
selection intensity levels imposed by natural selection are disparate in different 
habitats. Thus, the signal of natural selection should be much weaker than artificial 
selection. 
4.3.2 Bottleneck in domestication process of cultivated soybean 
Domestication was an evolutionary process where characters of interests such as loss 
of seed dispersal, increase in grain size and salt or drought resistance and so on, were 
selected by human beings (Brown et al., 2009; Glémin and Bataillon, 2009). Guo et al. 
(2010) proposed that the origin of soybean domestication was a single event based on 
the result of integrating geographic distribution with microsatellite genotype 
assignment and phylogeny between landrace and wild soybeans. Given that a single 
domesticated origin was detected for landrace soybean, the process of domestication 
was accompanied by a reduction in genetic diversity, as well as loss of certain traits 
reserved in wild relatives. During domestication, lines that contained agronomically 
important traits were selected, which resulted in a genome-wide reduction of genetic 
diversity or selective sweep in domesticated crops (Tanksley and McCouch, 1997; 
Buckler et al., 2001; Diamond, 2002). One result of genetic diversity reduction is that 
more SNPs were fixed in cultivated accessions compared with wild accessions. 
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4.4 Notes about fixed SNPs in the gene regions 
In this study, we did not emphasize the mutation type caused by the fixed SNPs 
in gene regions a lot due to several reasons. Firstly, as we know that transcripts in the 
same gene locus may be different in different stages and periods. However, the gene 
model we used in this study is the representative model, which could not represent all 
of the transcripts in one locus. One SNP in the intron/CDS of this gene model may not 
be really in intron/CDS of specific transcript. On the other hand, the SNP site may 
play a vital role on the regulation levels such as miRNA targeting site, the influence 
of which may be much stronger than that on the transcription level. 
 
4.5 Possible reason for divergence in Chromosome 08 
We observed that the divergence between the cultivated and wild accessions was 
tremendous in several regions on Chromosome 08. Nearly one-third of the genes were 
affected by the fixed SNPs belong to Chromosome 08. Analysis of those genes’ 
function, we found that a lot of important agronomic traits including pod number, 
dwarfing, root development, herbicide resistance, drought and salt tolerance, pathogen 
resistance were involved. Thus, we proposed that the divergence in Chromosome 08 
observed might due to the selection pressure imposed by domestication events on 





4.6 Possible reason for unique pattern of SNPs fixed in wild accessions on 
Chromosome 04 
In this study, we found that most of the fixed SNPs on Chromosome 04 were mainly 
those fixed in wild accessions and showed intermediate frequency in cultivated 
soybeans. This phenomenon might indicate that the natural selection imposed is much 
stronger compared with artificial selection, suggesting that Chromosome 04 might 








































Whole genome re-sequencing analysis provides insight into the genetic diversity 
between wild and cultivated soybean species and the events happened in the process 
of domestication. While fixed SNPs in both cultivated and wild soybean species 
unravel the candidate sites under selection or divergence between both species. Our 
findings suggested that intensity level of artificial selection was much stronger than 
natural selection, and identified several putative selective genomic regions, especially 
Chromosome 04 and 08. Natural selection footprint on Chromosome 04 implied that 
this chromosome may be vital for survival of wild soybeans and could be used for 
studying the adaptation of wild soybean in further future. Detailed analyses of genes 
on diverged regions on Chromosome 08 showed that they were associated with many 
important traits including pod number, dwarfing, root development, herbicide 
resistance, drought and salt tolerance, pathogen resistance. Identifications of those 
genes will facilitate the molecular modification of soybean. In addition, the 
identification of those SNPs fixed in one population at low frequency in the other 
group provides potential candidate genes which may contribute to the differences 
between the wild and cultivated soybean species in several traits of interests. What’s 
more, our findings from combination between KEGG pathway and fixed SNP used 
for analysis indicated that there were preferences between artificial selection and 
natural selection for different pathways. For example, artificial selection prefers 
imposing on starch and sucrose metabolism and carbon fixation pathways, while 
natural selection prefers hormone signaling transduction and plant-pathogen 
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interaction pathways. Interestingly, even in the same pathway, artificial selection and 
natural selection also exhibit preferences for different genes. Even though, further 
analyses are still required to confirm whether these candidate genes are 
major-effective factors affecting the phenotypes using gene expression assays or 
gene-knock-out methods. Our findings will be beneficial to the breeding of elite 
soybean leading to improve present soybean production and meet the increasing 
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